To strengthen the bond of mutual love and understanding among all Amitians, develop healthy competitive spirits, celebrate the birthday of Dr. Ashok K Chauhan- Founder President, Amity Group and salute his sterling spirit and unflagging passion to bring about an education revolution in the country, Amity University organized its Annual month long, mega sports Meet “SANGATHAN” at Amity University Campus, Sector-125, Noida. Amity University kick started its Annual Inter Institutional Sports Meet on Sept. 21, 2012 and concluded with the felicitation of winners of various sports events during a glittering ceremony marked with much fanfare and motley celebrations on October 30, 2012. This year more than 20,000 students of higher education institutions from all Amity Campuses located across India and abroad including China, Romania, California, London and New York participated in over 75 Sports events including Hockey, Cricket, Football, Tennis, Swimming, Squash and many more.

Amity Law School, Delhi (GGSIPU) (An Institute of the Ritnand Balved Education Foundation) being a member of the Amity Universe participated with all zeal and spirits in SANGATHAN. The unending support and enthusiasm given by our Director Prof. (Dr.) M.K. Balachandran, conducive atmosphere by the faculty members, the months long labour, hard work and practice of the participants were finally fructified when they were felicitated with gold and bronze medals. Their faces beamed with bright smiles and hearts soared high in the air. The different teams of ALSD participating in various sports exhibited high level of performance and team spirit under the able guidance and support of Sports-in-charge Mr. Shaharyar Asaf Khan (Asst. Professor).

Amity Law School, Delhi secured 14th position with 12 points on the score sheet in SANGATHAN 2012. The sports team clinched two gold and two bronze medals. The credit for
this victory goes to **Mr. Abhay Mahajan** who won a gold medal in Athletics- shot-put(boys) and bronze medals in Athletics-Discuss Throw(boys) and Swimming-50 M Freestyle(boys) respectively. Along with him to **Mr Tanmayesh Kohli**, won a gold medal in Athletics-800 M(boys) who added to the victory. Among the faculty members **Dr. Bhavish Gupta** also bagged a silver medal in badminton (faculty).

Speaking during the occasion and presenting the summary of role of “ALS Delhi in SANGATHAN 2012”, 14th SANGATHAN witnessed participation of over 150 students and faculty members who zealously participated in nearly all events conducted in SANGATHAN.

Amity law school was also **one of the largest marching contingent** during the MARCH PAST and was also appreciated by the Founder President Ashok K. Chauhan for their 100+ athletes participating in the SANGATHAN closing ceremony. The sports team of ALS Delhi is sure to encourage many sports enthusiasts to come forward and make the institution proud in the coming years.